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Sales slowdown expected at Greene King's pubs;
UK data could please
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MarketTopic Synopsis:
Market Preview is published daily before
trading kicks off, giving investors a roundup
of macroeconomic and corporate news that
is likely to move the markets along with the
expected opening level of the major indices.

After a fairly busy first full week's trading in September, things as always slow
down on a Friday, with little scheduled on the corporate news front.
The main interest could be on a trading update from brewer and pubs operator
Greene King PLC (LON:GNK) which earlier this week saw its rating
downgraded to 'reduce' by the broking arm of high street banking giant HSBC.
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READ: HSBC cautious on UK pubs, calls time on Greene King and JD
Wetherspoon ratings
Cutting its rating for both Greene King and pubs peer JD Wetherspoon PLC (LON:JDW), HSBC's analysts said they are
worried that the UK pubs sector faces "twin risks from consumer weakness and rising input costs".
Meanwhile, in a preview note on Greene King published Wednesday, analysts at Liberum Capital said: "Short positions
have been building over the last few weeks with attention firmly on Friday's AGM trading update covering 18 weeks
trading to beginning of September."
The Liberum analysts expect overall like-for-like sales growth for Greene King's pubs business to have slowed to
around +0.5% to +1.0%, down from 1.5% for full-year 2017, given challenging comparatives - weather and currency and a tightening macro backdrop, albeit remaining positive and ahead of the market .
They also expect the Pub company's like-for-like net income growth to have slowed to around 3.5%, down from 5.0%,
and Brewery own brewed volumes to have turned positive.
The analysts said: "Key will be the commentary on costs and whether the guidance of £60mln of headwind and £45mln
of mitigation in FY18E still holds."
They added: "While most of this has been well flagged, recent industry commentary continues to be cautious and hence
earnings risk still lies marginally to the downside."
Data could be positive
On the data front, reports on UK industrial and manufacturing production, construction output, and the latest balance of
trade numbers will give a snapshot of the health of the UK economy.
In July, the UK goods and services trade deficit rose to £4.6bn, while construction output fell 0.1% on the month before
and by 1.3% quarter-on-quarter.
Meanwhile UK industrial production increased by 0.5% month-on-month, but fell by 0.4% quarter-on-quarter, and
manufacturing output saw zero growth month-on-month and a 0.6% contraction quarter-on-quarter.
However, recent purchasing managers indexes have pointed to a pick-up in manufacturing output and a big jump in
exports, although they continue to point to harder times for the construction sector.
So, investors will be keen to see if the official data reflects the more optimistic findings of the August PMI reports
Significant announcements expected on Friday September 8:
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AGMs: Greene King PLC (LON:GNK), Adams PLC (LON:ADA), Masawara PLC (LON:MASA), Ortac Resources Ltd.
(LON:OTC), Simigon Ltd (LON:SIM)
Economics: UK industrial, manufacturing production; UK construction output; UK balance of trade
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No investment advice
Proactive Investors is a publisher and is not registered with or authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). You understand and agree that no content
published constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any
specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential,
advisability, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including company related products,
and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that contributors
may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases where the position
is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand and agree that at the
time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written about. You understand that price and other data is
supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither such data nor such calculations are
guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be selective, may
reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published information and
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